The Question of David Keith
The sky is turgid and thick, a roiling convolution of suffering, hideous, pained and vile is
she, filth spread across her once blue arch, now sullied, soiled and disgraced. They have
been raping the planet since the 90s, now at a fevered pitch as never before, UVC
radiation now on ground, and only toxic clouds of death could spare us the assault,
ionizing radiation cascading down upon the tender shoots of green, and the herd of
humanity alike. Mankind is masochistic, sadistic is he towards that which sustains his
existence, and so, we see the lowest idiocy conceivable, the death drive itself:
masochism. The world is being sprayed into a puddle of burnt pain, and all of life
shudders and hopes only to escape this lowest idiocy ever perpetrated upon the moist
tender home of man. Mankind, has achieved a remarkable thing, something more foolish
than he has ever managed to achieve previously, he has found a way to irradiate and
poison the entire globe and all living things. Incredible is this achievement, utterly
incredible. The Earth and human race, the greater and the lesser, the host and the
parasite, have achieved a new thing.
UVC readings have INCREASED to move from fall to winter. Supposedly, according to
Wikipedia: “UV-C, which is very harmful to all living things, is entirely screened out by
a combination of dioxygen (< 200 nm) and ozone (> about 200 nm) by around 35
kilometres (115,000 ft) altitude.” We may infer that as my meter is most assuredly
measuring only radiation over 220 nm, it is the ozone which is missing.
Cloud creation as radiation curtain: Now that the storm has passed and no longer offers
something to work with, only the fly ash which is always over (and was within) such a
storm remains. Through a thick haze of metals and toxins UVC is at 57 in winter. Soon,
the plane shows up to lay more poison into the sky, and whew….better, now readings
drop into the twenties and teens. Coincidence? Why did this poison show up here, now?
The ozone is thinned to the point where all places require poisoning to produce a barrier
against deadly radiation, which presumably the military has allowed in. What is sure,
assuming an unchanging progression: A physical barrier will soon be needed such as
this…but one even more effective.
NASA has their snout into the Yellowstone volcano. To tap contents to spray (sulfides for
H2SO4?) or as an eruptive ‘accident’ to create the needed UV blocking effects? A
NASAral disaster could loom.
Nothing beats sulphuric acid and volcanic effects for a healthy planet…sure enough!
See:
In THE BENEFITS, RISKS, AND COSTS OF STRATOSPHERIC GEOENGINEERING
http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/pdf/2009GL039209.pdf GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH
LETTERS, VOL. 36, L19703, doi:10.1029/2009GL039209, 2009
An interesting fact:

Nano-particulate filtration demonstrates a surprising effect where Brownian molecular
collisions and electrostatic effects foster an inverse size/filtration-efficiency relation––the
smaller the particle the more effectively it is filtered out. This unit meets the Navy’s
minimum requirements for nano-particulate removal of most unspecified particle types.
https://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/company-us/all-3m-products/~/3M-ParticulateRespirator-8233-N100-20-EA-Case/?N=5002385+3294776421&rt=rud
I mention that stray fact, as since they have begun the full scale assault upon the skies
over my land and family we have all become quite ill, and are sure to contract many
wretched diseases, to see the contaminants revealed in our bodily tests, and tests of our
water and rain. I will list only a few pieces of relevant information.
Industrial toxins associated with geoengineering, coal fly ash and engineered
nanoparticulates cause diseases:
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Neurotoxicity of nanoscale materials
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David Keith is himself a question. He is a scientist out of Harvard, and appears to be the
spokesman for the long deployed schemes which are, I believe, compensating for what
should certainly be considered illegal weaponry and other anthropogenic foolishness, that
in their deployment have now destroyed the ozone. See previous articles’ readings from
a NASA scientist who broke ranks, and those documenting my readings in confirmation.
So, what do David Keith’s papers contain? Is he mad, or perhaps stupid and
incompetent, and so, unaware of the dangers?
No, he is not. The math is correct. The chemistry is correct. He is not stupid. The ideas
are evolving, indeed, I see a clear trend. I will infer: He is quite alarmed,
perhaps?…certainly correct in looking at the deadly difficulty which will eradicate life:
ozone damage. He publishes papers with a new scheme, an erroneous idea which I
believe is already being used that seeks to restore the ozone with calcite, more poison,
you see. His concern for the situation is correct, but, I infer he lacks the ability to repair
the ozone. He simply may not be aware, as the science is suppressed: Ozone is
Magnecular.
See:
http://www.i-b-r.org/docs/Fuels-Magnecular-Structure.pdf
If he, or some scientist or officer other than he who is in charge, does not understand that
the ozone may in fact be replaced using an efficient ozone generator, we may rest assured
that in the unfortunate case that the situation keeps progressing at the current rate: the
biome is in distinct and catastrophic danger…life itself could possibly be extinguished.
Yes, I believe he may be…concerned.

I have sent him the following letter in hopes he will listen and understand the gravity of
the situation, and that it can still be solved. We may replace the ozone to understand that
it is magnecular and utilize its magnecular properties. Then, we need not poison the
planet. So, David Keith is a question. Is he the devil’s spokesman, or just a man who
wants to do his best and when shown the facts––will he decide to do the right thing and
replace the ozone? He has a company which could build and sell the generator, and I
work with the finest scientist, Ruggero Santilli, the man who could help me design the
correct unit, and assess the proper role of existing technology.
Perhaps he is unaware of the current level of deployment? Yes, perhaps. I have sent him
the following letter to three addresses. He will read it. What will he say?
This is the question of David Keith:
Greetings Dr. Keith:
After review of your work I am convinced this is the single most important science being
conducted in this era. Before I address the particular points which inspired me to write
you, I will offer you a copy of my new book which contains the correct hadronic structure
of the neutron and a proposed method to eliminate nuclear waste and produce clean
energies free of radiation or pollution. This new physics holds also, the correct structure
of the ozone molecule, and would allow us to easily create a super-efficient ozone
generator, to replace atmospheric ozone deterioration without additional thermal effects.
If you provide me a mailing address, I would be honored to send a copy.
The reason I am writing, is quite pressing and distinct. Your papers are very precise and
correct, save one detail of import. I suspect you may possibly be unaware of this fact,
hence my missive:
You state in many papers that the study of geoengineering is ongoing and the technology
is not yet deployed, when in fact it has long been deployed. You may request a mountain
of clear proof. The result of that, is as you rightly state, ozone damage, correct sir. Very
good. I can confirm the chemistry you use is right in specifying those reactions. That
damage is ongoing, and is measurably severe. Now, I have significant UVC readings on
ground in midwinter, from the many years of active deployment which by my analysis
includes a clear source of metals (including the needed aluminum) as are required to alter
optical properties and allow infrared to escape, and I suspect, serve also as H2SO4
catalysts. Tests have determined coal fly ash as the main source of metals used.
There is concurrent ozone destruction by VLF and other anthropogenic sources of aurora
via odd H and odd N catalytic reactions, that also create optically thin planet heating
clouds by way of electron precipitation from the radiation belts, then creating microwave
expression in the ionosphere and subsequent cloud generation.
Together, these factors have allowed UVC ionizing radiation through, and it is in the

amelioration of this and other ionizing radiation, that the main ‘benefit’ of the continuous
creation of metal infused clouds is found. One can watch the UVC meter reading go into
the teens as the clouds pass between the white sun and the earth, then, the meter goes
straight up as the clouds part. Clearly, the creation of clouds serves to block the deadly
radiation. This is a main yet unacknowledged purpose of geoengineering.
So, we may then analyze:
As is known: “UV-C, which is very harmful to all living things, is entirely screened out
by a combination of dioxygen (< 200 nm) and ozone (> about 200 nm) by around 35
kilometres (115,000 ft) altitude.”
We may infer that as my meter is most assuredly measuring only radiation over 220 nm,
it is the ozone which is missing.
Clearly UVC on ground implies catastrophe for the biome. You are correct sir. These
interventions cause deadly harm. Now that you see they are in fact long deployed, I do
hope that you will help our struggling race of man overcome these dangers.
You see, my wife and I have been deeply effected. The emplacement of toxins is thick
here. We are being sprayed with coal fly ash, and are becoming quite ill. Just as the
many tests of sea life, we are filled up with aluminum and mercury, also, thallium, lead,
barium, strontium and cesium. We are dying. You are right, these interventions are
deadly, and destroy ozone. We can not breathe, we can not taste. Please, help us end
these situations. You must be unaware of all of this. Perhaps you could assist?
My wife and I are unable to taste, our tongues burned at all times, we now have asthma
and are very ill, the clouds and spray are relentless. I am easily able to design an ozone
generator with my team…I work with fine scientists. Let us replace the ozone rather than
add more dangerous chemicals, that in all cases without exception cause harm. The air
must be pure, completely pure, the ozone is to be restored. Please ask for technology
allowing the clean and complete burning of coal, and, the production of clean burning
fuels from waste chemicals and other abundant sources.
I do hope you will consider making a public statement, concerning the fact:
Geoengineering is now long deployed for decades, and it is as you have
stated…immensely harmful to the ozone. It must be terminated in every aspect,
immediately.
My wife has levels of metals which exceed the test’s ability to register, we are quite ill
and sure to get cancers, our throats and tongues burned for months now. Yes, Dr. Keith, it
has already been deployed, and you are right, it destroys ozone. I have researched the
effects of the nanoparticulates in detail. I have proper and correct analysis of the
contaminants you may request. I have researched the tissue types, body and brain
anatomy affected, and derived those pathologies implied. Please observe these basic

calculations:
At––LA: 3.976 Million population and San Diego: 1.407 Million population––
We may estimate a conservative total of over 5 million people. Let us reduce the likely
twenty years of life taken from each citizen to ten, and find a conservative figure of 50
million years of life stolen by geoengineering in just those two cities! The contaminant
analysis is at 99 percent confidence interval. To consider the demonstrated worldwide
population effects I (being of Jewish descent) deduce: this is a crime against humanity,
larger than that of the Nazis.
I do hope you understand the seriousness of the situation. I am sure you do. Thank you,
sir. Now that you know, I do so hope you will help expose the truth, before your
predictions concerning ozone depletion become a fact too deadly to avoid.
Let us make a public statement, and take a firm stand to end this immediately, and
preserve our planet and race from these deadly assaults.
Thank you for all your hard work.
Be well,
Rich Norman
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